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CHAPTER IV 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION OF RESEARCH 

This chapter presents the finding and discussion of research. The data 

collected from the observation, interview, and documentation which are discussed 

based on the theory and concept from the previous chapter. This chapter is presented 

based on the research problem stated in the first chapter. 

The Researcher explain about students perceptions playing mobile legend 

game in English vocabulary mastery at the student of SMPN 5 Pamekasan. To find 

out the kind of vocabulary mastery that can found in Mobile Legend gaame. 

A. RESULT OF RESERACH  

During to obtain the data the researcher get the Information used non-

participant observation at the SMP Negeri 5 Pamekasan. The researcher conduct 

the different times and class of the student to collect the data. To conduct the 

data the reasearcher ask the student question to answer the data. because at this 

time the pandemic is decreasing, teaching and learning activities this time are 

running as usual even though the time to go home is a little earlier than usual.  

Interview and documentation to collect the data were ways done by the 

researcher to collect the data. Interview was done second meeting in difference 

day and times and also to collect the data. The method also help the researcher 

to make data from interview and observation more reliable about student 

perseption about Mobile Legend Game.  
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From this study, the researcher found that the participant gave alot of 

perception on the benefit of Mobile Legend Game in enrich vocabulary. Based 

on the interview the student give the perception  

1. the Students Perceptions on Playing Game Mobile Legend Game in 

English Vocabulary Mastery at the student of  SMPN 5  Pamekasan. 

The Researcher describe based on observation to the student. In this 

case the researcher will monitor students in teaching and learning activities. 

especially in learning English. The researcher wants to know the standard 

of students' knowledge of English in the classroom, to find out whether the 

use of this mobile legend game affects students in adding vocabulary or not. 

In this case the researcher to answer the questions above is by interviewing 

the students concerned. The researcher took samples from the students of 

SMPN 5 Pamekasan.  

The researcher unfortunately interviewed one by one of the students 

from SMPN 5 PAMEKASAN the first named is NAYZILA APRILIA  S. to 

answer the question about student perception about mobile legend game to 

improve vocabulary mastery. 

a. Nayzila Aprilia S. 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 1. 1 Interview with NAYZILA 

APRILIA S. as a student SMPN 5 

Pamekasan 
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“I Think, mobile legend game it’s cool and fun mis. Use 

Mobile Legend Game it can be improve vocabulary mastery, 

because it can incrase the knowledge of new vocabulary which is 

easier to understand. It’s give me impact because from the game I 

can learn english vocabulary through the sounds in game than, I try 

to practice the pronunciations. Because the positive impact we 

indirectly know and understand the pronounciation of the english 

vocabulary.”.1 

   According from Rizky Kurniawan, perception is one of the    

important psycological aspects because by the perception we know 

about the kinds of phenomenon which exist in our environment. So, 

statement above include in external factor, because comes from outside 

of individual. From the student statement above, can describe that 

mobile legend game can improve vocabulary mastery, and gives 

positive impact for their pronounciation. 

b. Rofiqoh Isabela 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“I Think eeee...., Mobile Legend game that require 

cooperation and cohesiveness, because our mobile legends don’t 

play alone. It makes me push my limit in vocabulary and improve 

more better in English . Impact of using Mobile Legend Game in 

positive impact is being able to learn and know vocabulary easily 

                                                             
1 Naizila Aprilia S., Studens of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direc Interview, 22 Agust 2022 at 12:20  

Picture 1. 2 Interview with ROFIQOH 

ISABELA as a student from SMPN 5 

Pamekasan 
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and get to know new vocabulary and the negative impact of use 

Mobile legend game is make you emotional and forget to do 

homework, when we are always playing Mobile Legend Games, 

Eeeee... we immediately hear the sound in game, and make it easier 

to learning new word especially in english language.2” 

From the student statement above, can describe that mobile legend 

game can improve vocabulary mastery, and gives positive impact for 

them it makes their vocabulary better than before and the negative 

impact mobile legend game for rofiqoh isabela if she palying mobile 

legend game she always forget their homework. 

c. Moh. Gagah Khabib A. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 “I think Mobile Legend Game is very good game mis to play 

because it can establish cohesiveness and cooperation. Eeee.... I can 

improve vocabulary because Mobile Legend Game it is easy to 

understand and obsever a new word, The impact in this game make 

a sound and word the players always read and hear the a new word 

event they playing Mobile Legend Game it makes me easy to 

remember the vocabulary”. 3 

 

                                                             
2 Rofiqoh Isabela, Student of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direct interview, (22 Agust 2022) 
3 Moh. Gagah Khabib A., Student of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direc interview, ( 23 Agust 2022) 

Picture 1. 3 Interview with MOH. GAGAH 

KHABIB A. As a student of SMPN 5 

Pamekasan. 
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From the student statement above, can describe that mobile legend 

game can improve vocabulary mastery because easy to understand and 

observe new word, and gives positive impact for their vocabulary 

mastery. 

d. Moh. Fahrizal Aditya 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 “I think Mobile Legend Game is Cool and fun because the game 

is shooting, feels like a real war, and this game very easy to play for 

all the child. The impact it makes a special attraction for a young  

people. Beside that, mobile legend game can even though we use 

english, we can understand and easily memorize words that often 

appear in this game”.4 

From the student statement above, can describe that mobile legend 

game can easily memoriez  vocabulary mastery, and gives positive 

impact for them such us always use english if their palaying mobile 

legend game. 

 

                                                             
4 Moh Fahrizal Aditya, Student of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direct Interview, (23 Agust 2022) 

Picture 1.4 Interview with MOH. FAHRIZAL 

ADITYA As a Student of SMPN 5 Pamekasan 
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e. Moh. Lanang Bagus P. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“I think Very fun, cool, exciting and can have a lot of friends 

and get to know new friends through playing together. Yes, add a 

little because I don’t understand English. An exciting game because 

there is a war in it and shoot each other with fire arms, yes I agree, 

can add new vocabulary. it has a positive impact because it 

understands in terms of pronunciation. Because while playing so that 

makes it very easy to know a new vocabulary”. 5 

 

From the student statement above, can describe that mobile legend 

game can improve vocabulary mastery, and gives positive impact for 

them. 

f. Gufron Hakim 

The researcher interview to collect the data in different days and 

different student, Gufron Hakim said: 

“I Think, mobile legened game is very helpful for me to 

study english and I think the positive impact is being able to know 

English word for word easily. My reason is because the game is fun 

and at the same time we can know English words. Today I can 

improve my vocabulary because I always listen english word in 

mobile legend game”6 

                                                             
5 Moh Lanang  Bagus P, Student of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direct Interview, (23 Agust 2022) 
6 Gufron Hakim, Student of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direct Interview, (12 September 2022) 

Picture 1.5 Interview with MOH. LANANG 

BAGUS P. As a studen of SMPN 5 Pamekasan 
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        From the student statement above, can describe that mobile legend 

game can improve vocabulary mastery because always listen english 

word in mobile legend game, and gives positive impact for them becaue 

their can know english word by word. 

g. Ardiansyah Nor Hidayat 

The researcher  to collect the data inerview ardiansyah nor hidayat, 

he said: 

“I think it's very interesting because in addition to 

entertainment, it can also increase knowledge of English directly 

because I hear from the sound of the game directly. The impact if I 

am playing mobile legend game there is can remember the 

vocabulary because I always listen the word, it can be improve my 

english vocabbulary.”7 

 

From the student statement above, can describe that mobile legend 

game can improve vocabulary mastery because always listen english 

word in mobile legend game, and gives positive impact for them is can 

remember new vocabulary. 

h. Muhammad Farhan Ramadhani 

To answer reseach focus the reasearcher interview muhammad farhan 

ramdhani, he said: 

“I think, playing mobile legend games, although it doesn't 

make me understand English in detail, it can provide has 

improvement knowledge of English. Because the mobile legend 

game can display English, so it can provide a little English 

vocabulary. Impact of mobile legend game for me is make me 

understand the meaning of english vocabulary”8 

 

                                                             
7 Ardiansyah Nor Hidayat, Student of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direct Interview, (12 September 2022) 
8 Muhammad Farhan Ramdhani, Student of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direct Interview, (12 September 

2022) 
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From the student statement above, can describe that mobile legend 

game can improve vocabulary mastery because always listen english 

word in mobile legend game, and gives positive impact for them they 

can understand the meaning of word in mobile legend gamae. 

i. Fahrur Rozi Fauroq 

To answer reseach focus the reasearcher interview fahrur rozi fauroq, he 

said: 

“I think, as long as I play the mobile legend game I get new 

vocabulary that I don't get at school, for example, goods which 

means goods while what I learn at school is good, improve my 

english there are also skills and abilities. Everything must have a 

positive or negative impact, an example of a positive impact in the 

mobile legend game is that it can increase our English vocabulary, 

and can add communication friends. Because the mobile legend 

game, the English word used is more dominant in English which I 

have never heard and studied before.”9 

 

From the student statement above, can describe that mobile legend 

game can improve vocabulary mastery because always listen english 

word in mobile legend game, and gives positive and negative impact for 

them. 

j. Onky Nuramdani 

To answer reseach focus the reasearcher interview onky nuramdani, he 

said: 

“I think, It's normal because the Mobile Legend game has a 

language feature. Yes the impact forme  I can know English words 

but not in detail, just a little, because there are language features. 

Can add , but only a little. This game can help me to improve may 

vocabulary mis, so it gives impact in may english study be better 

than before”10 

 

                                                             
9 Fathur Rozi Fauroq, Student of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direct Interview, (12 September 2022) 
10 Onky Nuramdhani, Student of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direct Interview, (12 September 2022) 
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From the student statement above, can describe that mobile legend 

game can improve vocabulary mastery because always listen english 

word in mobile legend game, and gives positive impact for them. 

k. Trio Herlianto 

To answer reseach focus the reasearcher interview trio herlianto, he said: 

“I think, when we play mobile legend games in order to play 

we are required to read the terms of how to play so that we can and 

understand the steps of the game. Therefore, we inevitably have to 

improving understand the English word. Kisa, because we can find 

out the meaning of the readings in the game by looking for the 

meaning of the word. Because there are many vocabularies listed in 

the game and many meet various people in the game so we can hear 

the vocabulary well.”11 

 

From the student statement above, can describe  mobile legend 

game can improve vocabulary mastery because always listen english 

word in mobile legend game, and gives positive impact for them. 

2. Kind Of Vocabbulary Mastery That Can Found In  Mobile Legend 

Game. 

To unswer the research objective the researcher give the statement 

from the observation. 

a)  Nazila Aprilia S.  

“Eeeeeeee.... the word in mobile legend game many students 

know about this word savage, maniac and legendary, in my mind 

only savage it can be remember for me”.12 

 

According from Nazila Aprilia S, she found alot of new 

vocabbulary from mobile lgend game, one of new vocabulary is 

                                                             
11 Trio Herlianto, Student of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direct Interview, (12 September 2022) 
12 Naizila Aprilia S., Studens of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direc Interview, (22 Agust 2022) 
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Savage, Maniac and Legendary. She found because she always listen 

all the time if they palying Mobile Legend Game.  

There for, savage and maniac include in polisemes word, acccording 

from Thomburry, Polysemes is words in English have different but 

overlapping meanings13. For the tudent statement above , can discribe 

savage in mobile legend game and the dictionari has different meaning. 

based on dictionary,  meaning of savage is aggressive and violent.14 The 

meaning of maniac behaving in an extremely dangerous, violent, wild 

or crazy way.  

b) Rofiqoh Isabela  

“I found many words of mobile legend game there is warior, 

legend, has slain, double kill, tripel kill, savage, maniac, enemy, 

advanee server, welcome to mobile legend”15 

 

According from Rofiqoh Isabela she found new vocabulary even she 

playing Mobile Legend Game. New vocabulary are warior, legend, has 

slain, double kill, triple kill, savage, maniac, enemy, advanee server, 

Welcome To Mobile Legend. 

Acccording to Thomburry, Polysemes is words in English have 

different but overlapping meanings16. For the tudent statement above , 

can discribe savage in mobile legend game and the dictionari has 

different meaning. Waior, legend, savage, maniac, enemy it is include 

in polysemes. based on dictionary,  meaning of savage is aggressive and 

                                                             
13 Thornburry. P. 8 
14 The Learner’s Pocket Ditionary Fourth Edition, (Oxfod University Press:2008) 
15 Rofiqoh Isabela, Student of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direct interview, (22 Agust 2022) 
16 Thornburry. P. 8 
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violent.17 The meaning of maniac behaving in an extremely dangerous, 

violent, wild or crazy way. It has different meaning if their student 

playing mobile legend game.  

According to thomburry, Word formation is combining of two or 

more independent words. Based on the interview, triple kill, double Kill 

include in word formation because combining of two or more 

independent word to give informasion. 

 

c) Moh. Gagah Khabib A. 

 

 “. If I am playing game mobile legend game I found new word, 

there is, Maniac, Double Kill, Triple Kill”. 18 

 

      According from Moh. Gagah Khabib A. he can remember the new 

vocabbulary because Mobile Legend Game always give the repeatation 

of the word. And all the players can hear and remember. New 

vocabulary that he can remember is, savage, maniac, double kill, triple 

kill 

According to thomburry, Word formation is combining of two or 

more independent words. Based on the interview, triple kill, double Kill 

include in word formation because combining of two or more 

independent word to give informasion.19 

There for, savage and maniac include in polisemes word, acccording 

from Thomburry, Polysemes is words in English have different but 

                                                             
17 The Learner’s Pocket Ditionary Fourth Edition, (Oxfod University Press:2008) 
18 Moh. Gagah Khabib A., Student of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direc interview, ( 23 Agust 2022) 
19 Thomburry. P.8 
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overlapping meanings20. For the tudent statement above , can discribe 

savage in mobile legend game and the dictionari has different meaning. 

based on dictionary,  meaning of savage is aggressive and violent.21 The 

meaning of maniac behaving in an extremely dangerous, violent, wild 

or crazy way.  

d) Moh. Fahrizal Aditya 

 “The word I always remember when playing the games is 

maniac, savage, has been slain, legendary, because theword always 

appears repeatedly when palying Mobile Legend Game”.22 

 

 According from Moh Fahrizal Aditya, she found alot of new 

vocabbulary from mobile lgend game, one of new vocabulary is is 

maniac, savage, has been slain. She found because she always listen 

all the time if they palying Mobile Legend Game.  

There for, savage and maniac include in polisemes word, acccording 

from Thomburry, Polysemes is words in English have different but 

overlapping meanings23. For the tudent statement above , can discribe 

savage in mobile legend game and the dictionari has different meaning. 

based on dictionary,  meaning of savage is aggressive and violent.24 The 

meaning of maniac behaving in an extremely dangerous, violent, wild 

or crazy way.  

                                                             
20 Thornburry. P. 8 
21 The Learner’s Pocket Ditionary Fourth Edition, (Oxfod University Press:2008) 
22 Moh Fahrizal Aditya, Student of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direct Interview, (23 Agust 2022) 
23 Thornburry. P. 8 
24 The Learner’s Pocket Ditionary Fourth Edition, (Oxfod University Press:2008) 
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According to thomburry, Word formation is combining of two or 

more independent words. Has been slain include in word formation 

because it is cobining three independent words, Has - been – slain. So 

it is include in word formation. 

e) Moh Lanang Bagus P 

“In Mobile Legend Games Ifound New Word such us death, winner, 

triple kill, double kill, classic, rank”. 25 

 

      According from Moh. Lanang Bagus P he can remember the new 

vocabbulary because Mobile Legend Game always give the repeatation 

of the word. And all the players can hear and remember. New 

vocabulary that he can remember is death, winner, triple kill, double 

kill, classic, rank. 

According to thomburry, Word clasess there are words that mainly 

contribute to the gramatical words26. Death, winner classic,and rank 

include in word clasess because it worrds are usually nouns, verbs, 

adjective, and adverb.  

According to thomburry, Word formation is combining of two or 

more independent words27. Has been slain include in word formation 

because it is cobining three independent words, Has - been – slain. So 

it is include in word formation. 

 

                                                             
25 Moh Lanang  Bagus P, Student of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direct Interview, (23 Agust 2022) 
26 Thomburry. P.8 
27 Ibid.P.8 
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f) Gufron Hakim 

 “My reason is because the game is fun and at the same time we 

can know English words. New vocabulary if Iam playing mobile 

legend is victory, savage and double kill”28 

 

       According from Gufron Hakim he can remember the new 

vocabbulary because Mobile Legend Game always give the repeatation 

of the word. And all the players can hear and remember. New vocabulary 

that he can remember is victory, savage and double kill. 

There for, savage and maniac include in polisemes word, acccording 

from Thomburry, Polysemes is words in English have different but 

overlapping meanings29. For the tudent statement above , can discribe 

savage in mobile legend game and the dictionari has different meaning. 

based on dictionary,  meaning of savage is aggressive and violent.30 The 

meaning of maniac behaving in an extremely dangerous, violent, wild 

or crazy way.  

According to thomburry, Word formation is combining of two or 

more independent words31. Based on the interview double Kill include 

in word formation because combining of two or more independent word 

to give informasion. 

g) Ardiansyah Nor Hidayat 

                                                             
28 Gufron Hakim, Student of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direct Interview, (12 September 2022) 
29 Thornburry. P. 8 
30 The Learner’s Pocket Ditionary Fourth Edition, (Oxfod University Press:2008) 
31 Thomburry. P.8 
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“There is a new vocabbulary if Iam palying Mobile Legend 

Game Attack, retreat, double triple kill, enemy, missing, go game, 

well played.”32 

 According from Ardiansyah Nor Hidayat she found alot of new 

vocabulary from mobile lgend game, one of new vocabulary is is Attack, 

retreat, double triple kill, enemy, missing, go game, well played. She 

found because she always listen all the time if they palying Mobile 

Legend Game.  

Based on the interview double-kill include in word formation 

because combining of two or more independent word to give 

informasion. Such us go-game, ga-game,to-played it is depend on two 

words According to thomburry, Word formation is combining of two 

or more independent words. 33 

According to thomburry, Word clasess there are words that mainly 

contribute to the gramatical words34. Enemy  include in word clasess 

because it worrds are usually nouns, verbs, adjective, and adverb.  

Missing and retreat it is iclude in word families, According to 

thombury,  A word familyy comprises the base word plus its inflection 

and its mostbcommon derivatives. Missing its can bee miss-ing and re-

treat.  

h) Muhammad Farhan Ramadhani 

“A new vocabulary is The word double kill is meant to kill 

twice and First blood, double kill, triple kill, maniac, savage.”35 

 

                                                             
32Ardiansyah Nor Hidayat, Student of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direct Interview, (12 September 2022)  
33 Thomburry. P.8 
34 Ibid. P.8 
35 Muhammad Farhan Ramdhani, Student of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direct Interview, (12 September 

2022) 
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According from muhammad Farhan Ramdhani he can remember the 

new vocabbulary because Mobile Legend Game always give the 

repeatation of the word. And all the players can hear and remember. 

New vocabulary that he can remember is double kill is meant to kill 

twice and First blood, double kill, triple kill, maniac, savage. 

Based on the interview double-kill, triple-kill, first-blood include in 

word formation because combining of two or more independent word 

to give informasion. Such us go-game, ga-game,to-played it is depend 

on two words According to thomburry, Word formation is combining 

of two or more independent words. There for, savage and maniac 

include in polisemes word, acccording from Thomburry, Polysemes is 

words in English have different but overlapping meanings36. For the 

tudent statement above , can discribe savage in mobile legend game and 

the dictionari has different meaning. based on dictionary,  meaning of 

savage is aggressive and violent.37 The meaning of maniac behaving in 

an extremely dangerous, violent, wild or crazy way.  

i) Fahrur Rozi Fauroq 

“the words I can remember are Shutdown, abilities, gold 

lane, funnelling.”38 

 

According from Fathur Rozi Fauroq, she found alot of new 

vocabbulary from mobile lgend game, one of new vocabulary is is 

                                                             
36 Thornburry. P. 8 
37 The Learner’s Pocket Ditionary Fourth Edition, (Oxfod University Press:2008) 
38 Fathur Rozi Fauroq, Student of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direct Interview, (12 September 2022) 
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Shutdown, skill, abilities, gold lane, cd, funnelling. She found because 

she always listen all the time if they palying Mobile Legend Game. 

Based on the interview shut-down, gold-lane include in word 

formation because combining of two or more independent word to give 

informasion. Such us go-game, ga-game,to-played it is depend on two 

words According to thomburry, Word formation is combining of two or 

more independent words.39 

Funelling and abilities it is iclude in word families, According to 

thombury,  A word familyy comprises the base word plus its inflection 

and its mostbcommon derivatives. Here are a few that have been added 

funell-ing and ability-es.  

j) Onky Nuramdani 

“one of the vocabulary that I can find is Attack, retreat, 

gather, first blood, double kill, triple kill, maniac, savage, killing 

spree, unstoppable, good like, legendary, war, set up, mid lane, 

flicker”40 

 

According from Onky Nuramdani he can remember the new 

vocabbulary because Mobile Legend Game always give the repeatation 

of the word. And all the players can hear and remember. New 

vocabulary that he can remember is Attack, retreat, gather, first 

blood, double kill, triple kill, maniac, savage, killing spree, 

unstoppable, good like, legendary, war, set up, mid lane, flicker 

                                                             
39 Thomburry. P.8 
40 Onky Nuramdhani, Student of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direct Interview, (12 September 2022) 
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There for, savage and maniac include in polisemes word, acccording 

from Thomburry, Polysemes is words in English have different but 

overlapping meanings41. For the tudent statement above , can discribe 

savage in mobile legend game and the dictionari has different meaning. 

based on dictionary,  meaning of savage is aggressive and violent.42 The 

meaning of maniac behaving in an extremely dangerous, violent, wild 

or crazy way.  

Retreat, unstoppable, flicker it is iclude in word families, According 

to thombury,  A word familyy comprises the base word plus its 

inflection and its mostbcommon derivatives. Here are a few that have 

been added Re-treat, un-stop-able, flick-er.  

Based on the interview set up, first blood, double kill, triple kill, 

killing spree, good like, mid lane include in word formation because 

combining of two or more independent word to give informasion. Such 

set-up played it is depend on two words According to thomburry, Word 

formation is combining of two or more independent words.43 

k) Trio Herlianto 

 

“ the new vocabulary is Back up, and savage”44 

 

According from Trio Herlianto he can remember the new 

vocabbulary because Mobile Legend Game always give the repeatation 

                                                             
41 Thornburry. P. 8 
42 The Learner’s Pocket Ditionary Fourth Edition, (Oxfod University Press:2008) 
43 Thomburry. P.8 
44 Trio Herlianto, Student of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direct Interview, (12 September 2022) 
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of the word. And all the players can hear and remember. New 

vocabulary that he can remember is Back up, attack, has slain lord. 

There for, savage include in polisemes word, acccording from 

Thomburry, Polysemes is words in English have different but 

overlapping meanings45. For the tudent statement above , can discribe 

savage in mobile legend game and the dictionari has different meaning. 

based on dictionary,  meaning of savage is aggressive and violent.46 The 

meaning of maniac behaving in an extremely dangerous, violent, wild 

or crazy way.  

Back up it is iclude in word families, According to thombury,  A 

word familyy comprises the base word plus its inflection and its 

mostbcommon derivatives47. Here are a few that have beenadded Back-

up.   

B. DISCUSSION 

This discussion researcher discussed research problem,there are two 

research problem. The first one is what are student perception playing mobile 

legend game in english vocabulary mastery  at the student of SMPN 5 

Pamekasan. The second is what kind of vocabulary mastery that can find in 

mobile legend game.  

1. The Student Perception Playing Mobile Legend Game in English 

Vocabulary Mastery at the Studen of SMPN 5 Pamekasan 

                                                             
45 Thornburry. P. 8 
46 The Learner’s Pocket Ditionary Fourth Edition, (Oxfod University Press:2008) 
47 Thomburry. P.8 
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     The students’ perception that this research is very important for them, 

because they know how to develop their ability about English espectially in 

vocabulary ability from the researcher use some question that inteviewed to 

them, also they can expalin something that relataed with vocabulary mastery. 

According to Rizky kurniawan, Perception is one of the important 

psycological aspects because by perception we know about the kinds of 

phenomenon which exist in our environment. People have different 

perception on an object. It can be positive or negative.48 Based on statement 

above perception appear based on their phenomenon in around their lives. 

Phenomenon make their human brain work and can conclude what they feel 

and see. Two Factor affecting perception, both are explained: 

a. Internal Factors 

Internal factor is a factor which comes from an individual. This factor 

depends on personal psychological such as thoughts,  feelings, willingness, 

needs, attention etc. Every human being has different characteristics and 

temprament which are also shaped by individual family and individuals 

environment. The results of interview with students at SMPN 5 

PAMEKASAN, the researcher concluded that in playing the game, 

students could felling fun and it can improving the vocabulary mastery, of 

course English vocabulary, because they playing and got new vocabulary 

from playing mobile legend.it prove statement from  Naizila Aprilia and 

Fahrizal ,  

                                                             
48 Rizky Kurniawan, Student perception of teachers, FKIP UMP,2015 
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 “I Think, mobile legend game it’s cool and fun mis. Use Mobile 

Legend Game it can be improve vocabulary mastery” 49 

 

“I think Mobile Legend Game is Cool and fun because the game 

is shooting, feels like a real war, and this game very easy to play for 

all the child. The impact it makes a special attraction for a young  

people.”50 

 

The researcher conclude that when playing mobile legend, it can make 

felling fun and from that students can get new vocabulary and they can 

improving the vocabulary mastery.and it is include internal factor because 

came from felling the students. They felling fun in playing mobile legend, 

so they can improve their vocabulary mastery. 

b. External factors 

 This is a factor which comes from outside of individual such as 

stimulus, environment culture, belive. Our life relates with environment, 

both physical and social environment.51 

Based on the result of the researcher, the students’ perception about 

the mobile legend game can repair the students pronunciation, it make 

them can improve their pronunciation of they vocabulary and gives 

positive impact on remembering vocabulary mastery.  

“It’s give me impact because from the game I can learn English 

vocabulary through the sounds in game than, I try to practice the 

pronunciations. Because the positive impact can indirectly know and 

understand the pronounciation of the english vocabulary.”52  

“It has a positive impact because it understands in terms of 

pronunciation. Because while playing so that makes it very easy to 

know a new vocabulary”.53 

                                                             
49 Naizila Aprilia S., Studens of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direc Interview, 22 Agust 2022 at 12:20 
50 Moh Fahrizal Aditya, Student of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direct Interview, (23 Agust 2022) 
51 Rizky Kurniawan, Student perception of teachers, FKIP UMP,2015 
52 Naizila Aprilia S., Studens of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direc Interview, 22 Agust 2022 at 12:20  
53 Moh Lanang  Bagus P, Student of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direct Interview, (23 Agust 2022) 
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“Eeee.... I can improve vocabulary because Mobile Legend Game it is 

easy to understand and obsever a new word”54 

 

From statement above, it prove that students perception on the use mobile 

legend is can repair students pronunciation, and it is include to external factor 

because it from mobile legend game, that give pronunciation like a native 

speaker. The students imitated the pronunciation of words in the mobile 

legend game so they can repair pronunciation. 

Meanwhile, there were also student gave negative impact there are In this 

mobile legend game, most students will experience a phase where they are 

lazy to do homework and lazy to socialize with the home environment, 

because they focus more on the game. It prove statement from Rofiqoh, 

“and the negative impact of use Mobile legend game is make you 

emotional and forget to do homework, when we are always playing 

Mobile Legend Games”55 

 

2. Kind Of Vocabbulary Mastery That Can Found In  Mobile Legend 

Game. 

based on the results of interviews conducted at SMPN 5 Pamekasan, the 

results found were that there were several kinds of vocabulary mastery that 

researcher could find. Knowing about Types of vocabulary, vocabulary includes 

word and some words to become phrase, clause, and sentence. Here the kinds of 

vocabulary should be known and the researcher include the result of interview: 

 

                                                             
54 Moh. Gagah Khabib A., Student of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direc interview, ( 23 Agust 2022) 
55 Rofiqoh Isabela, Student of SMPN 5 Pamekasan, Direct interview, (22 Agust 2022) 
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a) Word Families 

Based on the results of the interviews, the researcher found the parts 

that were included in the word families are re-treat, un-stopable, flick-

er,ability-es, miss-ing. That is include to word families because 

comprises the base word plus its inflextion and its most common 

derivatives.56 

b) Word Formation 

Based on the results of the interviews, the researcher found the parts 

that were included in the word formation are set-up, first-blood, triple-

kill, killing-spree, good-like, mid- lane, because combining of two or 

more independent words.57.  

 

 

 

 

                                                             
56 Ibid.  
57 Rizky Kurniawan, Student perception of teachers, FKIP UMP,2015 


